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Arts Network is an arts and mental health charity based in Lewisham. 
We are a creative community that uses art to improve wellbeing .

The Water Issue 
 Art, puzzles and activities inspired by water.  

ACTIVITY
DRAWING WAVES    
Learn a simple technique to draw 
waves and add movement to water.  

IN FOCUS  
CHLOE  
London based artist talks about 
her work and approach to art. 
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IN FOCUS
Chloe Stewart
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Insomnia in Seven Verses 

a seed too well sown 
involuntary haikus 
raid my restless sleep 

the stars are lost 
they cannot find their way through 
humans killed the night 

do not close your eyes! 
the syllables will get you 
the haiku strikes again 

no silver moonlight 
my mind messed up by cliché 
please can I sleep now!  

creativity 
piggybacks on misery 
sometimes that’s ok 

the three-line gag now                                             
my latest daft addiction 
irony is weird 

kept awake all night 
I could murder a curry 
toaster is kaput



ACTIVITY 
DRAWING LILIES
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ART HISTORY 
MONET’S THE WATER LILIES

Monet’s The Water Lilies are the stuff of legend. In a series of monumental works that 
take up entire gallery walls, the artist depicts the waterlilies in his pond in the north 
of France.  

Monet’s study of waterlilies is one of the most famous examples of an artist becoming 
obsessed with a single theme and object in nature; across 250 paintings, he struggled 
to catch the various colours, textures and light of his garden pond.  

The results are extraordinary. The best example of this work can be found in specially 
designed gallery in Paris’s L’Orangerie, where an enormous, unified series of paintings 
that cover 200 square meters, envelop the viewer. 

As perhaps the definitive work of impressionism, The Water Lilies can be seen 
as a defining example of the themes and concerns of the movement. At the time 
that Impressionism emerged, paintings were expected to aspire to a photorealism 
whereby the subject was to be depicted as “lifelike” as possible. In response to this, the 
Impressionists sought to depict movement, colour and light of a scene independent of 
whether it stuck to an objective representation of reality.  

The results are works that correspond less to a photographic model of realism, and 
more to the lived subjective experience of the painter themselves. This break with 
objective representation then paved the way for the increasingly abstract work of 
20th and 21st century art. 

In light of this, we can see why Monet, at the end of a long career of depicting the 
movement and fluctuations of the natural world in an entirely new way, was drawn to 
waterlilies ; as a thing that is constantly in motion, their light shaped by the refracting 
layers of water and ripples, clouds and light, Monet found the perfect subject.  As 
we look at Monet’s The Water Lilies today, it is perhaps more important to feel and 
experience them, rather than attempt to pick them apart. As Monet himself said about 
his work: “People discuss my art and pretend to understand as if it were necessary to 
understand, when it’s simply necessary to love.”

Follow this step by step guide and draw your 
very own water lilies. 

Materials 
Pencil | Paper 

Detail from Morning with Willows 1915 (Page 4 )
Portrait of Monet  (Top page 5 )

Water Lillies 1915 (Middle page 5 )
Bridge over a Pond of Water Lilies 1899 (Bottom page 5 )
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ACTIVITY 
DYED FABRIC - THE STORM

ACTIVITY 
ONION FABRIC DYE

This activity is inspired by Shibori, a traditional Japanese fabric dyeing technique. It 
has been simplified so that you can create a similar effect at home. The technique 
we will be demonstrating here is called Arashi; meaning Storm, also referred to as a 
pole wrapping technique.  

Materials  

A plain white handkerchief or small square piece of natural fabric (20cm x 20m 
cotton) | A clean tall jar or glass bottle | String 2 metres | 2 elastic bands | Fabric 
Dye or try an Onion Skin stain (activity on page 7) 

Method  

1 Prewash fabric and dry for best results.  

2 Lay your piece of fabric on a clean surface with the point of the square facing 
towards you. 

3 Place a glass bottle or jar horizontally on the point of the fabric nearest to you, and 
so that the fabric sits no lower than your bottle/jar, and then roll the fabric and jar 
away from you. 

4 Tie your string onto one of your elastic bands, then stretch the band around the end 
of the bottle/jar, approximately 1cm from the bottom of your jar.  

5 Wrap your string around the outside of your bottle/jar four or five times, evenly 
spaced, approx one centimetre apart with each revolution.  

6 Holding your string taught, scrunch the wrapped section of the fabric down the end 
of your bottle/jar; the first time can be a bit fiddly, be careful not to push the fabric 
off the end of the bottle/jar. 

7 Continue to wrap your string around the outside of your bottle/jar four or five times 
and scrunch until you have no more fabric to cover. Then stretch the second elastic 
band over the end of you bottle/jar and tie your string to it on order to keep your 
string on place while you dye. 

8 Dye your fabric using the manufacturer’s directions. You can also try creating your 
own dye bath using onion skins, instructions on Page 7. 

9 Once your fabric has been dyed, rinsed and had time to dry, you can enjoy your 
beautifully dyed fabric and maybe even make something!

Images:
Examples of this technique 

Using: calico, rope, indigo dye (page 7)

Materials  

A plain white handkerchief or small square piece of 
natural fabric (20cm x 20m cotton) | Onion skins (5 
medium onions) | 1 litre of tap water (enough water to 
cover your fabric) | 1 large cooking pan | 1 ladle, large 
spoon or tongs (preferably metal utensil) | An apron or 
clothes you don’t mind getting messy 

Method  

1 Save up your onion skins! Try red or brown onions, 
both will create different results! 

2 Put water and onion skins into your pan and place on 
your hob, and bring the water to a simmer, and leave 
simmering for at least an hour.  

3 Take off the heat before using your dye bath and 
leave to cool for 10 minutes, especially if you are using 
glass to create the Arashi (Storm) effect from Page 6. 

4 Remove onion skins from the water using your tongs 
or utensil.  

5 Carefully lower your items into your dye bath and 
submerge for 1 hour. 

5 Remove from the dye bath and rinse well.  

7 Remove any strings (elastic bands etc.) you have used 
to bind your fabric and rinse once more before drying.  

8 Your Fabric will be a little lighter in colour after you 
rinse and wash it, enjoy the changing tones of your 
beautifully stained fabric!
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ACTIVITY 
DRAWING WAVES   
Materials  
Pencil | Paper  

Method 
1 Water is hardly ever still, so in order to represent its movement you will 
be using a basic form made of two or more curved lines. Playing with the 
curvature of the lines and their placement will increase or decrease the 
sense of motion. 
2 The first drawing of water is somewhat still, but water is never completely still unless its 
frozen, so you will always need to convey some movement. Use your basic form but in a flatter 
way. Start by drawing a horizon composed of a few basic shapes placed one after the other in 
a horizontal line, and then as you move down play with elongating the shape and alternate the 
placement of the shapes. Finally add a bit of shade under the lines. 

3 To add more movement increase the curvature of your shape and place the shapes closer to 
each other, use a mix of long and short shapes in an alternating pattern. Add shade to your lines 
making the top of the shapes very dark. 

4 As the water gets more dynamic use more of your shapes. To represent this sensation of 
a windy sea you will need to use more of your short shapes.  Make a horizon like you did on 
step 2 and add loads of your shapes in an alternating pattern. You can play a bit more with the 
placement on this one, filling empty spaces with your shapes. Add shade to your lines to give 
them depth. 

5 As the sea gets more dynamic, so will your shapes. To depict a rough sea, make a horizon 
line like you did in step 2 and then, instead of drawing alternating shapes, elongate your shapes 
and draw them on a diagonal line from the top to the bottom. Instead of shading your shapes 
use line strokes some long, some short; some dark, some light, to create a sense of movement. 

Difficulty: Beginner 

If you don’t have a piece of square paper at 
home, you can cut any piece of paper to make 
a square. These instructions are designed for 
a piece of square paper with a different colour 
on each side. Don’t worry if your paper is plain, 
how about colouring one side with a pattern or 
drawing! 

Materials  

A piece of square paper 

Method  

1. Place your square paper in front of you. Lay 
your paper so the more colourful side faces up, 
this colour will be revealed once the folds are 
completed. Fold towards you horizontally and 
then unfold, fold vertically then unfold, creating 
a +. 

2. Fold the top quarter of your paper in half 
horizontally, then fold the bottom quarter of 
your paper upwards. 

3. Fold the four outer corners of your paper in, 
using the centrefold as a guide. 

4. Fold the four outer corners of your paper in, 
using both centrefolds as a guide. 

5. Fold the top and bottom outer corners in 
towards the centrefold.  

6. Look along the centrefold. There is a little 
pocket created by the folds. Open this pocket 
and carefully turn your boat inside out. If you 
miss out this step you will still have a boat... but 
it won’t float! 

7. If you are feeling inquisitive, try out your 
boat in your washing up bowl, sink or bath! But 
be mindful, you might only be able to sail this 
boat once! 

ORIGAMI 
A SAILING BOAT 
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IN FOCUS  
CHLOE

Chloe is an artist based in London, she has a strong eye for design and 
illustration. Her work takes us to fantastical places that appear to be lit with 
neon lights. Bold and bright, her art invites the viewer to create intricate 
stories, meet strange characters and travel to imaginary landscapes. In 
this article she speaks about her approach and journey with art. 

From a very young age I remember being drawn to creativity and knowing I wanted 
to be involved in art in some way. As a kid, I enjoyed different styles and mediums 
of art.  

Art is something that has always sat with me but also disappeared and reappeared 
at different points in my life. So, it has been both absent and present  
 
I think life is an art in its own right. Art can be important as an expression of 
anything or everything, be it light or dark. It can be something that comes and flows 
through you at any time of the day or night, no matter the environment you are in 
or the tools you have.  
 
I normally work with pen, pencil, acrylics and oils. But I’ve used other mediums in 
my work, and I don’t put a cap on the possibilities in terms of what I can create 
work with.  
 
I don’t have a favourite artist, and I’ve never solely stuck to one idea of art; I 
like various styles. In terms of the colours I use, I don’t have one specific colour 
or colours I like to use, but sometimes I like the contrast of brighter colours on a 
darker palette.  
 
I don’t always work on specific themes. I start with an intention in my mind of what 
I want to do, or what I can base my idea on, but it I like to create work that allows 
and is open to other people’s ideas and interpretations.  
 
Since joining Arts Network a few years back, I’ve enjoyed different aspects of the 
network. I’ve met some good people and learned new things. It also reignited my 
interest in art and I’ve taken up art again seriously. Is also good just to be able to 
do something creative outside of a rigid structure. And I also have had help from 
Arts Network with other things in life which I appreciate.  
 
Art and creativity have helped my wellbeing. Life can be a question mark at times, 
it can be difficult and unpredictable, current situation included. We have ups and 
downs, but we move and creativity helps in doing that, even though sometimes I 
get blocks, which can be annoying, I can overthink and be over critical of myself, but 
I think most creatives experience this at some point or other.  

But every time I’m drawn towards something, it’s always something creative, be 
it music, art, fashion or film, so I think creativity is just a part of me that comes 
naturally.  

I like most creative things, I don’t have a dedicated hobby; to be real.   

My favourite meal is a vegetable stir fry. It’s just something quick and easy to make 
or eat in any weather ...so I’ll go with that for now. 
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PUZZLE 
WORDSEARCH

Images 
Chloe “Untitled 1”(Top page 10)
Chloe “Untitled 2” (Bottom page 10) 
Chloe “Untitled 3” (Top page 11)
Chloe “Untitled 4” (Bottom left page 11)
Chloe “Untitled 5” (Bottom right page 11)

Created with TheTeachersCorner.net Word Search Maker

WATER FLOW STREAM 

CONSCIOUSNESS LILY MONET 

STORM BOAT OCEAN 

WAVES   

Name:                                          

J B U N M O U A J R M U R M M Y M H Q Y

Z X X N J H G W C I P R C L S V O T H S

I E G U R E N U X R U E A J Q T L Q K F

F K P H T W Y C N B M T U N S U R U I A

T B O I S G G N O R E A O I Y Q M E T Z

A H X P N E C D D E I W J H J V G X A S

A L M L C F Q L B H D M E F M R X N A M

Y I P T Q P E G N G D T I J Q D V C V H

O L W G A A C X K Z W D B T F L O W Q T

N Y H A V Z B C W M J D H Q J N R A F Q

P A H K M W X U N F T Z R O S P Q Y I Y

C A D Y J N I Q O R T E C C M A W H Q S

O G C G C W A V E S Q J I E H M R V B V

Z U K X I I V N B M U O P A D T T V E J

B O X S N D I J H U U C I N T T O R Z L

N G O O A S N D L S V F P A G J C P I U

O H X R K P O V N W P M O N E T L E T H

G C V R Z P X E H O T B T F Z Y F P H Y

V Y P I J E S T O R M R Q V S K U O K Z

N R C Y J S E G Q A H C K X S F J G R I

Water  | Flow | Stream  | Consciousness | Lily  | Monet | Storm | Boat | 
Ocean | Waves 

Across 
4 Dance | 6 Rhythm | 7 Morse | 8 Shakespeare  | 9 Timing

Answers issue 2.3:

Down
1 Trace | 2 Punctuation | 3 Bass | 5 BolangGu
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ACTIVITY 
WATERCOLOUR TECHNIQUES 
Materials  

Watercolour paper | Brush | Water | Watercolours | Salt | Cling film  

Method  

1 Wet on wet. This technique is typically used to paint landscapes and skies because 
of its fluid look. Start by wetting your brush with plain water, paint 2 squares of water 
on to your paper (they will be hard to see since is just plain water but if you tilt your 
head, you’ll be able to see them). Apply some water to your pigment, pick up a small 
amount with your brush and slide it from side to side on your first square. On the 
second square, pick up more paint and instead of brushing it, just dab it onto your wet 
square. This technique is good to help you determine the amount of water and paint 
you prefer to use. This is also a great technique for adding texture.  

2 Wet on dry. This technique is used to achieve more precise and defined shapes. 
Start with dry paper, pick up some moisten pigment with your brush and begin to 
paint. The opacity of your paint will depend on how much water you mix in with 
the paint. Paint one square with paint that is more saturated with water and use a 
much dryer mix to paint your second square. See how you get very different texture 
depending on the amount of water. 

3 Building up colour. This activity will help you to understand how to build a gradient 
of colour going from light to dark. First make a small puddle of water next to your 
pigment, don’t add pigment yet. Paint a little bit of plain water onto your dry paper, it 
will look transparent. Then add a bit of pigment to your puddle and use that to paint 
a small section next to the plain water. Add more pigment to your puddle and again 
paint another small section. Repeat this process each time adding more and more 
pigment to your puddle until it is very saturated with colour making the last section 
you paint very dark. Try this activity with different colours until you are comfortable 
with building up colour. 

4 Creating gradients. This activity is like step 3 but instead of just using water and one 
colour you will be using two colours and slowly transitioning from one to the other. First 
mix 2 colours side by side; the mixture should be about the same ratio of pigment to 
water. Start painting your strip using one colour, then clean your brush, pick a little bit 
of colour number 2, and add it to the colour number 1 mixture, and continue using that 
to paint on your paper. Slowly add more and more of colour number 2 to colour number 
1 and use it to paint. By the end your original mix should be completely transformed. 
In this activity all the work happens in the palette. Experiment with different colours 
and tones to see how different colours mix and the gradients they create.

5 Salt technique, paint your paper using any of the methods above. Allow the paper 
to dry until the moisture sheen on the paper starts to disappear, then sprinkle salt in 
different areas of the painting (if you do it when the paint is very wet it won’t work). 
Wait for it to dry completely. Once its completely dry, lightly brush the salt away. This 
technique is useful for depicting rain and snow. 

6 Cling film technique. For this to work your background needs to be quite wet. 
Once you have drawn your background, apply a piece of cling film on top of your wet 
surface. You can move it around with your fingers to create texture. Everywhere the 
cling film doesn’t touch will become negative space. Wait for it to dry completely and 
then peel off the cling film. 

1 2
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CONNECTED COMMUNITIES
SAMARITANS

The Samaritans are a charity based in the UK and Ireland that work to reduce the The Samaritans are a charity based in the UK and Ireland that work to reduce the 
number of people who die by suicide and help those struggling to cope. We offer number of people who die by suicide and help those struggling to cope. We offer 
tools, resources and services, online and offline, that help people look after their own tools, resources and services, online and offline, that help people look after their own 
wellbeing, build resilience and support others. We do not give advice about specific wellbeing, build resilience and support others. We do not give advice about specific 
issues, e.g. debt or relationship breakdown, but offer emotional support to help issues, e.g. debt or relationship breakdown, but offer emotional support to help 
someone deal with their emotions and pressures.  someone deal with their emotions and pressures.  

It is one of the biggest charities in the UK. The Lewisham, Greenwich and Southwark It is one of the biggest charities in the UK. The Lewisham, Greenwich and Southwark 
branch recently celebrated its 51st birthday and continues to grow and look ahead branch recently celebrated its 51st birthday and continues to grow and look ahead 
to the future. There are 201 Samaritans branches spread across the UK with around to the future. There are 201 Samaritans branches spread across the UK with around 
20,000 volunteers involved in them. It’s this incredible network of volunteer power 20,000 volunteers involved in them. It’s this incredible network of volunteer power 
that allows us to provide support to anyone who needs it, 24 hours a day every day that allows us to provide support to anyone who needs it, 24 hours a day every day 
of the year.  of the year.  

Covid-19 and the lockdown have had profound social, psychological and economic Covid-19 and the lockdown have had profound social, psychological and economic 
effects. Data from the charity’s survey with listening volunteers offers some insight effects. Data from the charity’s survey with listening volunteers offers some insight 
into the impact of the pandemic. In the six months of restriction (23rd March –27th into the impact of the pandemic. In the six months of restriction (23rd March –27th 
September 2020), the Samaritans provided emotional support around 1,200,000 September 2020), the Samaritans provided emotional support around 1,200,000 
times.  times.  

Whilst some think of the Samaritans as an organisation to contact only when a person Whilst some think of the Samaritans as an organisation to contact only when a person 
feels suicidal, we’re keen to stress that no matter how big or small the problem, we feels suicidal, we’re keen to stress that no matter how big or small the problem, we 
want people to contact us before they feel they have reached that crisis point. This is want people to contact us before they feel they have reached that crisis point. This is 
reflected by the fact that one in five of these calls have been from people who were reflected by the fact that one in five of these calls have been from people who were 
worried about Covid-19. Other issues such as isolation, mental ill-health and family worried about Covid-19. Other issues such as isolation, mental ill-health and family 
were also common concerns  were also common concerns  

Whilst figures from the National Confidential Inquiry in Suicide and Safety in Mental Whilst figures from the National Confidential Inquiry in Suicide and Safety in Mental 
Health show that there hasn’t been a massive national rise in suicides, it’s important Health show that there hasn’t been a massive national rise in suicides, it’s important 
to note that suicides rates are already high enough to cause concern, particularly for to note that suicides rates are already high enough to cause concern, particularly for 
middle aged men and young people.  middle aged men and young people.  

As we approach the spring /summer season, we realise that some people may still As we approach the spring /summer season, we realise that some people may still 
be feeling the knock-on effects of lockdown, even as social distancing measures are be feeling the knock-on effects of lockdown, even as social distancing measures are 
reduced. Community outreach manager, Nathan Lewis, said: “During these times, reduced. Community outreach manager, Nathan Lewis, said: “During these times, 
Samaritan volunteers continue to provide extraordinary support both locally and Samaritan volunteers continue to provide extraordinary support both locally and 
nationally. The Samaritans work continues to be critically important and as such they nationally. The Samaritans work continues to be critically important and as such they 
have been noted as being key workers. The events of the pandemic have meant that have been noted as being key workers. The events of the pandemic have meant that 
it’s important to discuss how things affect us, whether small or large. Everyone needs it’s important to discuss how things affect us, whether small or large. Everyone needs 
to know that they have someone they can talk to. I hope we can continue to be that to know that they have someone they can talk to. I hope we can continue to be that 
for anyone in distress.”  for anyone in distress.”  

If you want someone to speak with, there are Samaritan listening volunteers ready to If you want someone to speak with, there are Samaritan listening volunteers ready to 
hear from you via the:  hear from you via the:  

· Free phone number 116 123;  · Free phone number 116 123;  
· Email on jo@samaritans.org; and  · Email on jo@samaritans.org; and  
· The new free Self-Help app. · The new free Self-Help app. 

www.samaritans.com | Instagram @samaritanscharitywww.samaritans.com | Instagram @samaritanscharity
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WRITING ACTIVITY 
STREAM OF CONSCIOUSNESS

Stream of consciousness is a technique in writing that attempts to mimic the 
way that we think. This style was made famous by the Irish writer James Joyce, 
whose mammoth modernist epic, Ulysses, used stream of consciousness in 
many of its chapters. Ullyses follows the lives of two principle characters, 
Harold Bloom and Stephen Dedalus, as they move about Dublin over the 
course of a single day. 

This exercise asks you to create your own stream of consciousness based 
off of an everyday activity. So, imagine a regular routine or journey you 
make- it might be washing the dishes, or your walk to the post office- and 
try to imagine all the things thart you might think about as you complete the 
task or errand.  

The great thing about stream of consciousness is that is doesn’t have to 
make sense! Our thinking patterns are often messy, jumping form one thing 
to another in a free associative tumble. You may be thinking about one thing, 
only to suddenly see a dog, and then begin thinking about how you always 
wanted a dog. Then this might set you off down a completely different path. 

As you write, imagine small events that might happen and show them through 
how you respond to them in your mind. Think about how the weather might 
affect your thinking; how does the sun coming out from behind your cloud 
change the way you think? When done well, stream of consciousness writing 
is a beautiful mix of memory, language and everyday events. 

The trick with this exercise is to try and let the writing flow out of you, just 
put a pen to paper and think out loud. You can then go back over it on repeat 
drafts to draw out themes and motifs.

ACTIVITY 
PAPER AQUARIUM

Materials  
You template | Colours | Scissors | Glue 

 Method  

1 Colour in the 
drawings in the boxes

2 Cut the shape out. 

3 Fold along the lines 
to make a box  

4 Glue the tabs in 
to create your own 

miniature paper 
aquarium.



Arts Network is a charity that provides an inspirational and understanding                           
environment for people with mental health support needs, and challenges the stigma 

of mental health.
 

It is our firm belief that given the time, space, and support, everyone can improve 
their wellbeing and learn to manage their mental health. At Arts Network we facilitate 
this by enabling people to build relationships and enter into a community centered 

around art and artistic practice.

This Activity book is an Arts Network project designed to bring creativity to peoples 
home and make sure we ‘Stay Connected’.

If you would like to share your creations with us, email them to:
stayconnected@artsnetwork.org.uk

Charity Number 1157803 CompanyNumber 07897115

Its with the support of Arts Network Funders that this issue is brought to you

If you or someone you know is stuggling with their mental health, help is available here:

Mind
0300 123 3393

info@mind.org.uk

Anxiety UK 
03444 775 774  
07537 416905

support@anxietyuk.org.uk

For more information about the charity visit:
www.artsnetwork.org.uk or give us a call on 07402263418

Crisis support 
0800 731 2864 (Option 1) 
to speak to our local 24 hour 

mental health crisis line.

Shout Crisis text line 
Text shout to 85258

Rethink Mental Illness
0300 5000 927

SLAM 
0800 731 2864

Samaritans
116 123 

jo@samaritans.org


